
GROWTH MINDSET

Sacha Beresford, Director of TKAT SCITT, explains the
importance of a better growth mindset and why this is
so important in teaching.



MINDSET - the
established set
of attitudes held
by someone
BY SACHA BERESFORD,
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When you consider the different starts

people have had in life from their

environment to education and social

experiences, there is no wonder that

we each hold a different set of

attitudes and values.  What is it that

makes one person thrive in life and

become successful in what they do,

yet another person may never meet

the potential that life has to offer?

"I start early and I stay late, day after day, year after year.  It took me 17 years

and 114 days to become an overnight success"  Lionel Messi (Argentinian

footballer, widely believe to be one of the greatest of all time).

Our job as teachers is to ensure that

there is an equity of opportunity for

every student that we teach.  The

culture and environment that we

establish in our school communities

needs to ensure that pupils feel

valued, respected and listened to.  But

how do we ensure that pupils

succeed?

Too often in the past we have heard

words like 'talented', 'brilliant' and

'intelligent' being used to describe

someone's achievements in life or

education.  Is talent really what they

have?  When we consider a sports

person or musician we use the word

'talented' to describe them.  However,

they would use words like effort,

determination and practice to

describe their achievement.  

World renowned Psychologist Carol Dweck* has carried out many years of research on

achievement and success leading to the discovery of the power of mindset.  Do you have

a fixed or growth mindset?  Dr Dweck explains why it is not just our abiilities and talent

that bring us success, but whether we approach our goals with a fixed or growth mindset.  

With the right mindset, we can motivate children to raise their academic achievement as

well as reaching personal and professional goals.

*Mindset How can you fulfil your potential Dr Carol S. Dweck



 Your intelligence is something very basic about you that you can't change very much.

You can learn new things but you can't really change how intelligent you are.

No matter how much intelligence you have, you can always change it quite a bit.

You can always substantially change how intelligent you are.

Statements 1 and 2 reflect the fixed mindset

Statements 3 and 4 reflect the growth mindset

Look at the statements below, which do you mostly agree with?

1.

2.

3.

4.

How do we foster a positive growth mindset with the children we teach?  Carol Dweck

summarises the characteristics and skills that we need to develop in our pupils. 

"Love challenges, be intrigued by mistakes, enjoy effort and keep on learning".

In many schools across the country you will hear teachers adding the word ‘yet’ to many

pupils’ sentences. “I don’t understand ratio”, “you don’t understand ratio yet but I am

here to help you and we will work together to understand it”!

Success is a great feeling and something that most of us crave for and

aspire towards, but in order to gain success we need to teach pupils

that they will sometimes struggle and fail but they can learn from the

mistakes that they make.

”It’s not that I am so smart, it’s just that I stay with problems longer”

Albert Einstein. 

We need to foster a grit and resilience in wanting to find the right

answer or reach an end goal!

Positive growth mindset is an important part of the TKAT SCITT

programme. Not only do we need to understand how we foster this in

pupils but we also need to apply the practice to our own career.



Teachers have to be reflective practitioners, it could be easy at the end of the lesson to say

'the noise level today was terrible today so hardly any pupils have fully understood the

learning'.  A reflective teacher would consider, why was the noise level terrible? What can I

do to ensure that it improves in the next lesson? Can I change the lesson activity to enable

better engagement? As a trainee teacher you will be on a new journey facing challenges

and situations that you have never experienced. Your school based mentor will help you

identify all the successes of your teaching but also support you to see the areas that

require development. A trainee with a positive growth mindset is able to see this as

essential development and improvement to ensure that they are able to best meet the

needs of the pupils.

Language to help develop a better growth mindset

INSTEAD OF....
I'm not good at this
I give up
It's good enough
I can't make this any better
This is too hard
I made a mistake
I just can't do this
I'll never be that smart
Plan A didn't work
My friend can do it

TRY THINKING...
What am I missing?
I'll use a different strategy
Is this really my best work?
I can always improve
This may take some time
Mistakes help me to learn
I am going to train my brain
I will learn how to do this
There's always Plan B
I will learn from them

If you are interested in applying for training to teach with TKAT SCITT, please contact

us by email scitt@tkat.org or by phone 020 3740 1808 (option 1).

Sacha Beresford

Director of TKAT SCITT


